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SUR LES REPRÉSENTATIONS TEMPÉRÉES
D'UN GROUPE RÉDUCTIF P-ADIQUE
KAREM BETTAÏEB
Présenté par Vlastimil Dlab, FRSC
ABSTRACT. We study the tempered representations of G(F), where G
is a reductive group over local field F. There are two kinds of irreducible
tempered representations which could be regarded as basic building blocks.
On one hand are the elliptic representations, whose character does not
vanish on the regular elliptic set of G(F), while on the other hand are the
essential representations, which cannot be properly induced from parabolic
subgroups. We establish that if representation TT is not elliptic, then JT is
a linear combination of representations which are properly induced from
elliptic representations. These results are well known if F = R (see (R-ZJ),
but not in the case that F is p-adic.

1. Paramétrage de n(G). Soit G un groupe algébrique connexe réductif
défini sur un corps loced non archimédien F de chareictéristique 0. Notons G
l'ensemble des points F-rationnels de G. Dans la suite on fixe une composante
de Lévi F-rationneUe MQ d'un certain sous-groupe parabolique minimal J'o de
G défini sur F. Un groupe de Lévi Af de G est dit propre si M ^ G. On
dit que {M,a) est une poire discrète de G si M est un groupe de Lévi de G
contenant MQ et a une classe d'isomorphisme de la série discrète de M. Jusqu'à
la fin de ce chapitre fixons {M, a) une teUe paire. La composante déployée de
M (resp. G) est notée AM (resp. Aa et OM (resp. aG) "l'algèbre de Lie" de AM
(resp. AG). Notons W{M) := WG{M) le groupe de Weyl de {G, M) et icM*)
la classe de la représentation induite îndp=MJv(o-) et SR^ := 3î°, le SRff-groupe
correspondant. Pour r G JR^, on définit:
a ^ := {H G o^; rJf = Jf} et ^

:= ^ r e g = {r G U„; a^ = OG}

Soit R* := 5R° l'extention centrale du SR^-groupe comme dans [A, section 2]:
1-> Z,, ^> &„->%„-> 1.
Il existe un caractère central x* de Za tel que l'ensemble Ua{G) des constituants irréductibles de iciafa) soit paramétré par l'ensemble n(KCT,x<r) des
classes d'équivalence des représentations irréductibles de Ûc ayant x<r comme Zacaractère central (A, section 2]. La paramétrisation de U^G) nous permet
de classifier l'ensemble n(G) des classes d'isomorphismes des représentations
irréductibles tempérées de G qui est réunion disjointe des WG(Mo)-paires
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discrètes {M,cr) des ensembles H^G), [H-C.l], [A, section 1]. On note 0^ le
caractère de TT 6 n(G) et ic.Af (©«r) le caractère de iG.M(o-). Aussi on note £(3?^)
l'ensemble des sous-groupes de Lévi 5 de G contenemt M tels que Oj^ = os pour
un certedn r € SR,,. Le groupe SR» est edors réunion disjointe des ensembles $ifiTee,
S G Cffia). J. Arthur [A, section 2] fait correspondre une distribution-ceuractere
e G (AJ, cr, r) := 0(M, a, r) appelée caractère virtuel de G qui se décompose sous
la forme:
(1)

e(M,c7,r)=

0p»e"

Yl
ir€lMG)

où 6pn est le caractère de p T G Uffîa^a) associé à TT e H^G).
En inversant (1) on aura, pour tout TT G Ua{G):
0 ff = l ^ l " 1 Ç 9Pn (r)0 G (M, a, r).

(2)

2. Sur le groupe de Grothendieck de G. Un élément a; € G est dit
régulier si Dcix) ^ 0 où DQ est le feicteur discriminant standeurd défini dems
[H-C.2, section 15]. Un élément a: € G est dit elliptique si son centredisateur
est compeict modulo la composante déployée AQ de G. Une représentation dans
n(G) est dite elUptique si son caractère est non nul sur l'ensemble réguUer elUptique de G.
THéORèME 1. Toute représentation irréductible tempérée de G est combinaison linéaire d'induites d'elliptiques.

Soit TT G Tl{G). On sait que modulo conjugaison par WG{Mo),
il existe une unique paire discrète {M, a) de G tel que TT G n(T(G). D'après
l'expression (2), le caractère de TT = TT,, € n£r(G), pv G ll{^ta,Xa) est éged à, [A,
section 6]:
PROOF.

0 , = ISM"1 E

(3)

^('•)0 G (M, < T,r)

r€SÎ„

= i^r

1

E

E 0,»©G(M,<T,r-).

S €£ ( » , ) r €» | . r o g

Pour r G 3îf)reg, la décomposition du caractère virtuel 0 G (M,o-,r) est:
eG{M,(T,r)=

E
sena{S)

M^G.S(0

S

)

(voir [A, section 5]). Ainsi (3) est équivalente à:
(4)

©.=

E

E

SeC{9ta) SellaiS)

[iCagl-1

E
r €« f

0P.ir)-B7t{r)]iG,s{es)-
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Si TT est non elliptique alors la somme de droite de (4) est réduite aux Lévi propre
de 5 G C{Ua) car 9pn est nul sur SR^reg, [A, proposition 2.1]. De plus la somme
des 6 G Ho-(5) est réduite à son sous-ensemble formé d'éléments elliptiques car
sinon 9ps est nul sur 5Rf>reff.
•
REMARQUES. (1) Ce théorème est une généralisation de R. Herb [H] obtenu
dans le cas où G = Sp(2n) et G = SO(2n).
(2) Kazhdan a montré seulement que si une représentation irréductible tempérée de G est non eUiptique edors eUe est une combinaison Unéaire d'induites
de tempérées [K].
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SHAPE EQUIVALENCE OF AH INDUCTIVE LIMIT SYSTEMS:
CUTTING DOWN BY PROJECTIONS
GEORGE A. ELLIOTT, FRSC,
GUIHUA GONG, AND LIANGQING LI
RÉSUMÉ. Quelques résultats concernant le concept d'équivalence de
forme et sa compatibilité avec l'équivalence de Morita, qui entrent dans
la classification des C*-algèbres simples limites inductives de type AH à
dimension bornée, sont de'montrées.

The purpose of this note is to generalize severed results of [EG] (e.g., 5.6 and
5.20) concerning shape equivalence of AH inductive limit systems
A = lim(An = © J ^ MM(C'(.yiM))> 4>n,m) and
B = lim {Bn = ©J»! M{n>j}(C,(r,M)),V'n.m)
to the case that
A = lim (An = © ^ ! Pn.iMM (G(A- lM ))Pn.i, 4>n.m)
B = Um (B n = © ^ 1

and

Qn,iM{n<i}iC{Ynti))Qnti,ipn,m),

where: X n ,i, Vji.t are connectedfinitesimpUcied complexes of dimension at most 3;
[n,i], {n,i},tn and s n are positive integers; M[nii](C(X„ii)) (or M{n,j}(C(yn,i)),
respectively) are [n,i] x [n,i] (or {n,i} x {n,i}, respectively) matrix algebras
over the commutative G*-edgebras C{Xnii) (or C(y n ,i), respectively); and Pn,i G
M lnii] (G(X n) i)) (or Qn,i G M{n,i}(G(y„1i))) are projections. That is, we will
prove that the corresponding results of 5.6 and 5.20 of [EG] stiU hold if the
direct sums of fuU matrix algebras over C{X) eure replaced by direct sums of
corner subedgebras of fuU matrix algebras over C{X) (obtained by cutting down
the algebras by projections).
1. AU the spaces appearing in this note (including Xnii and Yn,i in the inductive limit systems) are connected finite simpUcied complexes of dimension at most 3. It is weU known (see Remark 3.26 of [EG]) that if
p,q G PMn{C{X))P are two projections (where dim(X) < 3) with [pj =
\q] G Ko{PMn{C{X))P), then there is a unitary u G PMn{C{X))P such that
p = uqu*. More generally, if {pi,P2, • • • ,Pfc} and {qi,q2,... .q/t} eure two sets of
Received by the editors on March 11, 2003.
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mutually orthogoned projections in PMn{C{X))P with
\pi] = [Qi] G Ko{PMn{C{X))P),

l<i<k,

then there is a unitary u G PMn{C{X))P such that pt = uqiU*, 1 < i < fc.
2. All the inductive limit systems (An = © ^ 1 P n , i M [n>i] (G(X n , i ))P„ ) i, (f>n,m)
are supposed to have simple limit C-algebras A which are not isomorphic to
either M n (C) or the algebra of compact operators tC. It is weU known (see [BDR])
that, passing to subsequences, one may assume that the connecting maps </>„,„,
eure 12-full, i.e., rank^ m (P n>f )/rank(P ni i) > 12 for all i,j.
Definition 3, Two inductive Umit systems A = lim(An,(^n)m) and B =
hm{Bn,ipn,m) are said to be shape equivalent if there are sequences {fc»},-^}
and homomorphisms ^ : At, -» B^ and rfi : B^ —> Afcj+1 such that the die^ram

(i)

Ak!

—>

y

r

i»!,

—•

Aka

—•

Ak3

[<2 r

«a

Bi2

—>

Bi3

—•

•••

r

•••

—•

•••

commutes at the level of homotopy, i.e.,
«^.fci+i ~fc Vi 0 & and ihib+i ~h Çi+i 0 ^tThe above two inductive limit systems eire sedd to be KK-shape equivedent if
KKitktM+J = KK{Vi o & G KKiA^A^)
KK{ipluli+l) = KKfa+iom)

G

and

KKiBi„Bu+l).

Obviously, shape equivalence implies KK-shape equivalence. For the simple
AH inductive Umit systems with dim(A'„>j) and dim(y^) at most 3, we have
the foUowing converse.
Lemma 4. Let A = lim(An = © ^ P,,* M{nA{C{Xn^)Pn>i,(f>n%m) and
B = \im.{Bn = ©f^j Qn,iM{n)i}(G(Vn,i))(3„ij, Vn.m) be two simple AH inductive
limits as in §1 and §2. // the systems {An, 4>nim) and {Bn, ipntm) are KK-shape
equivalent, then they are shape equivalent.
PROOF. Let ^ : Aki -* B^ and rji : B^ -» Afci+1 be homomorphisms inducing a KK-shape equivalence. Since KK^M)
= KK{r}i o ^ ) G
KK^k^A^),
by §1, there is a unitary u G Ak2 such that ^ . ^ ( l ^ j ) = "(iji « Çi(lAfcJ ))«*•
Again we have KK{(j)kuk2) = K^kduo-qio^i).
Applying Lemma 3.24 of [EG]
to each pair of partial maps,

^f)fc2, (Adtto^oÇx)^:

K^^MiUk{)K^M{lAk{),
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we obtain a unitary v G Ak2 such that <frb,,ka is homotopic to Ad uo Ad no 771 o ^ .
Replacing 771 by the new map Adw o Adn o 7/1, we meike the first triangle in
the diagreim (I) commute at the level of homotopy (instead of KK). One can
continue this procedure to construct the shape equivalence.
•
5. A KK-shape equivalence between
A = hm(A„,0 nim ) and B = lim(P n ,^ n>m )
induces an isomorphism of scaled ordered K-groups
a: iKoiA),KoiA)+,D{A),Ki{A))

—

iKo{B),K0{B)+,D{B),Ki{B)),

where D{A) is the dimension range of A which is the subset {[p] € Ko{A) :
p G A is a projection}, and iiro(A)+ is the semigroup generated by D{A) (see
§1.2 of [EG]). Note that for any stably finite G*-algebra A, {Ko{A),Ko{A)+) S
W A ® lC),Ko{A ® AC)+) and D{A) C D{A ® £) = Ko{A ® £)+.
6. Consider inductive limit systems
À = lim (Ân = ©1^! MlnA {C{Xnii)), 4>n<m) and
A = lm (An = © ^ ! P„,iM[nii](C(Xn>i))Pn.i, 0n,m)
with (frn^m = </»n,m|A„- We wiU call the inductive limit system (An, (j>n,m) a cutdown of the system (Ân, &»,*»)• Obviously, A S Unri^n,oo(lAn)Â</>n,oo(lA„),
if lAn is regarded as an element of An (see §1.3 of [G] for details). In the rest
of this paper, we wiU edways assume Pnij ^ 0 for any n, i. In these circumstemces, the inclusion map i: A —» A (or i: A„ —> Â n , respectively) induces
a stable isomorphism A® K, = A® K, (or A„ ® /C = A n ® /C, respectively)
andinduces the identity element [1] 6 KK{A ® /C, À ® AC) (or [1] G KK{An ®
K;Àn ®/C), respectively). This inclusion edso induces an order isomorphism
of iÇrgroups (^o(A),iCo(A)+) S {Ko{À),Ko{À)+) (or {KQ{An),Ko{An)+) S
{Ko{Àn),Ko{An)+)). But for the scede, we only have the inclusion D{A) Ç D(Â)
(or L>(An) Ç D{Àn)).
Furthermore, if
C = © ' = 1 QiM,, iCiYi))Qi

is a cut-down of C = © J = 1 Ml( (G(yi))

with Qi ± 0, then KK{An,C) ^ KK{Ân,C). If <£: Â n - • G is a homomorphism, then KK{<t>) = KK{^\An), regarded in KK{Ân,C) {= KK{An,C)).
Theorem 7. LetA = lim(A n = © ^ P n , * M[n|i](G(A:n,<))Pn.i,0n.m) ond
P = lim(P n = ©i=iQn,iM { „ >i} (C(y ni< ))(5 n ,i,^ n , m ) be cut-downs of the simple AH inductive limit systems À = Um(Ân = ©*=! M[nii](G(.X„,f)),0n,m) and
B = Um(Pn = ©'=1M(n>j}(G(y„li)),^n,m), respectively. If there is a shape
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equivalence between (Â n ,0 nim ) and (Pn.V'n.m) which induces an isomorphism
a: iKo{À),Ko{À)+,D{À))

—»

{Ko{B),Ko{B)+,D{B))

satisfying a{D{A)) = D{B), then there is a shape equivalence between the cutdown systems {An,(f>nim) and {Bn,il}n,m), which may be chosen to induce the
same isomorphism as a (identifying Ko{A) = Ko{A),Ko{B) = Ko{B)).
PROOF. By Lemma 4, it is enough to prove that the systems (A n , ^n.m) and
{Bn) ipn,m) are KK-shape equivedent. Passing to subsequences, we may assume
that there is a homotopy intertwining

1

«I,J

J

*2,3

T

*3,4

—>

A2

—>

^3

—*

;i

"y

|r2

"r

[r3

1

*i,2

-

*3,3

5

r

•••

—•

A

r
i>3A

A

Lii —> B2 —• P3 —•
•••
—• B
ich indue*« a: KoiA) —» Ko{B). We will construct a diagram
•^ik!

i*. r

*

A

k2

|<2

* Ak3

r

«3

•
•jy

which commutes at the level of KK-theory.
Let fci = 1. Consider [l^J € Ko{Âi). Since a{D{A)) = D{B), one has
((^1,00). o (r 1 ).)([l Al ]) = (a o (^ 1 , 0 O).)([1A 1 ]) € a(Z?(A)) = L>(P).
This implies that there are em li and a projection P 6 Pj, C Pjj such that
[V'l.ii 0 ^ ( I A J ] = [P] € iifo(Pji)- Hence by §1, there is a unitary u G B^ such
that ïtV»i(jl(Ti(l^l))«* = P € Pj,. Consequently, ( A d u o ^ j , oTi)(Afc1) Ç Pj,.
Let £1: Afc, —• Pj, be defined by Ci = ( A d u o ^ j j O T I ) ^ , , . Then KK{Çi) =
KKtyiji o n), where we identify KK{Ak1,Bi1) with /^^(Âfc^PjJ. Similarly,
for Pj,, there are Afcj and a uniteury u G A*, such that (Adt;o^j1+lij|.Jo/ij1)(.Bj1) Ç
Ak2. Set TJI = (Adu o ^j1+i,fc2 o /tjJJB,, : Pi, -» Afc2. Obviously,
^^(T?!

o ^ ) = KK{$ll+i,k2

o W l O^LJ, o n ) = KKÙkuk*) = KK{(t>kuk2).

Hence we obtain the first commuting triangle of the desired diagram. The other
parts of the diagram can be constructed in the same way.
•
Proposition 8. Suppose that the inductive system
iAn = © £ 1 MIn>il(G(Xn.i)),^n,m)
has simple limit A with A ^ Mn(C) or K,. Then there are a subsequence {Akn)
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of {An) and maps ij>kn,kn+i '- Akn —» Afcn+l which are homotopic to the maps
«fon.fcn+i: ^fcn -^ Akn+i such that Um(Afcn, Vfcn,fc„+1) is simple and of real rank
zero.
""*
PROOF.
By Proposition 5.33 of [EG], there exist such Akn and (f>kn,kn+i
making A' = lùn(Afctl,^fcnifcn+1) of real rank zero. Since shape equivalence preserves the ordered Ko-group, {Ko{A'),Ko{A')+) & {Ko{A),KoiA)+) is a simple
ordered group by 6.3.6 of [Bl] appUed to A. Consequently, A' is edso simple, by
2.2 of [GL].
•

As a consequence of Theorem 7, Lemma 5.6 (see also 5.1-5.5) of [EG] can be
generedized to the foUowing result.
Corollary 9. Let A = lim(An = © ^ P„,< M Inii] (C(X n , i ))P n , i ,0 n , m ) ond
P = hm(P n = ©•=1C2„,iM{nij}(G(y„,j))Q„ii,^„)m) be simple inductive limit
C*-algebras, where Xn,i,Ynti are connectedfinitesimplidal complexes of dimensions at most 3 with finite cohomology groups H2{Xnti),H3{Xnti),H2{Yn,i),
and
3
P (yn,t)- Suppose that
a: {Ko{A),Ko{A)+,D{A),K1iA))

—*

{Ko{B),Ko{B)+,D{B),Ki{B))

is an isomorphism of the scaled ordered K-groups. Then there is a shape equivalence between (A n , #„,„,) and (Pn.^n.m) ivhich induces the isomorphism a.
PROOF.
By Lemma 1.3.3 of [G], (An, &,,„,)_(or (P„,^„ i m ) respectively)
can be regarded as a cut down system of {Àn,4>n>m) (or (P n ,$„,„,) respectively) as_ described in Theorem_7. Obviously, one ceua further assume that
À = lim(Ân, (£„,„,) and P = lim(P n , if>ntm) are stable. Hence D{À) = Ko{Â)+ =

Ko{Â)+ and D{B) = KQ{B)+ = Ko{B)+. It foUows that a induces an isomorphism
à: {K0{À),Ko{À)+,D{À),Ki{À))

{K0{è),Ko{È)+,D{B),K1{B)).

—

By Theorem 7, the proof of the result is reduced to the case of fuU matrix algebras
which is the case of Lemma 5.6 of [EG] according to Proposition 8.
•
Similarly, the shape equivedence part of Lemma 5.20 (see also 5.18 and 5.19)
of [EG] can be generalized:
Corollary 10. Let A = lim(An = ®^ 1 P„ >< M [M] (C(X„ ii ))P„.i,^„.m) and
A' = lim(A^ = ©î=1Pn,tM[,M](C(.Xn,<))Pn><,V'nlm) be simple inductive limits
with An = A'n and let the connecting maps 4>n,m and ipn,m satisfy
(^n.m). = (V'n.m).: K*{An)

•

K,{Am).

In particular,
{Ko{A),K0{A)+,D{A),Ki{A))

S

{Ko{A'),Ko{A')+,D{A'),Ki{A')).
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It follows that the systems (A n ,^ n , m ) ond {A'n = A n ,^ n i m ) ore shape equivalent. Furthermore the shape equivalence may be chosen to induce the above
isomorphism of K-theory.
(In the application in [EGL], we only need the case that Xnii are of the forms
{pt}, [0,1], S 1 ,!//,*,!///^, and 5 2 , and il>n,m satisfy the condition (*) in 4.1 of
[EGL], which corresponds to the conditions in 5.18 of [EG]. But the proof of 5.20
of [EG] (referred to below) holds for the above more genered form for the case of
full matrix algebras.)
PROOF. By §1, one can modify the homomorphism ^ n + i by conjugating by
a unitary to make the following true: Vn.n+i^A' ) = : ^n,n+i(lA< ) for a n y block
AJ, of A,,. Then, as in the construction in 2.1.2 of [EGL], the two homomorphisms
V'n.rH-l ' A^n.TH-l •

Pn,iM M (C(X B , j ))P„ ) i,^, m ) -> ^ i n ( P n . i ) M , l H l i J , ( C ( X w H j ) ) ^ ( P n . i )
can be dilated to united homomorphisms
0 and ^ : M M (CpC B . 4 )) — QM.(C(X nH . ;7 ))Q
respectively, with the seime projection Q. As a consequence (see §1.3 of [G] and
4.24 of [EG]), there eure inductive limit systems
lim(Ân = © 1 ^ M{n>i]-{C{Xnii)),d>nim) and
lim(À/n = Àn = ©I»! M | n i i r (G(X n , i )),^ n . m )
(with the seune A n ) such that for each n, An is a corner of An, and (^n,m =
4>n,m\An and Vn.m = ^n,mU„- Obviously

(^n.m). = (4.m).: K,{Àn) -

K.{Àm).

By Proposition 8, (A n ,^ n i m ) and (An,V>nim) are shape equivedent to inductive
Umit systems of the kind (with reed rank zero Umit algebras) described in 5.185.20 of [EG]. (Note that the only property of the inductive Umit systems (besides
that the limit edgebras are simple) actually used in the proof of Lemma 5.20 of
[EG] is that (^„. m ), = (^„,m).: K.{Àn) —• K,{Àm); see Unœ 7-8 on page 597
of [EG]. With this property, the maps idn: K*{Àn) -* K*{À'n) give an intertwining at the level of K-theory (not KK-theory). Such identity maps id n can
be used to construct a shape equivedence because they take K^A^) to K»{A'°).)
Hence by Lemma 5.20 of [EG], (Â n ,^„ im ) and (Ân,Vin)m) are shape equivedent.
The corollary follows by Theorem 7.
•
(If one checks the proofs of Lemmas 5.6 and 5.20 carefuUy, one wiU notice that
the reed rank zero property was not used in the proof. In fact, in the proofe, one
needs to pass to G*-edgebras which eire not simple and not of reed rank zero. But
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the simpUcity of the ordered K-groups is used in the proof. Hence, in principle,
one does not need Proposition 8 in the above proofe of Corollaries 9 emd 10.)
To conclude this note, we announce the foUowing classification theorem which
is proved in [EGL]. Suppose that A and P are united simple AH edgebras as
described in §1 and §2. Suppose that there is em order isomorphism
a: {Ko{A),Ko{AY,\\A\,Ki{A))

—

{Ko{B),Ko{B)+,\\B\,Ki{B))

and there is em isomorphism between compact convex sets Ç: TB —> TA such
that a and Ç are compatible in the sense T{a{g)) = £{T){g) for any g G Ko{A)
and r G TB. Then there is an isomorphism ^: A - • P which induces a and Ç.
CoroUary 9 and CoroUary 10 are used in the proof of the above theorem.
These two coroUaries are not used in the reed rank zero case in [EG], because
in [EG], we are not assuming the C*-algebras are unital, so we can replace the
cut-downs of fuU matrix edgebras by fuU matrbc edgebras themselves (see 4.24 of
[EG] and §1.3 of [G]). Notice that when a cut-down system is replaced by the
corresponding inductive limit system of fuU matrix algebras, the system (emd
the limit algebra) may not be united any more (see Remark 1.3.4 of [G]). The
techniques of [EGL] apply specificedly to the united case. On the other hand,
the classification theorem for the non-unital case foUows as a coroUary from the
united case.
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A CONGRUENCE THEOREM OF GEODESICS
ON SOME NATURALLY REDUCTIVE
RIEMANNIAN HOMOGENEOUS MANIFOLDS
TOSHIAKI ADACHI AND SADAHIRO MAEDA
Presented by Vlastimil Dlab, FRSC
ABSTRACT. We establish a congruence theorem of geodesies on real
hypersurfaces of type A, which are naturally reductive homogeneous Riemannian manifolds, in a nonflat complex space form by using submanifold
theory.

RÉSUMÉ. Nous establissons un théorème sur la congruence des géodésiques sur les hypersurfaces du type A, qui est des variétés homogène
riemanniennes naturellement réductible, dans des espaces projectives complexes et des espaces hyperboliques complexes s'aidant de la théorie des
subvariétés.

1. Introduction. Let Mn(c) denote a nonfiat complex space form of constant holomorphic sectioned curvature c (^ 0), which is either a complex ndimensional complex projective space CP n (c) of constant holomorphic sectional
curvature c or a complex n-dimensioned complex hyperboUc space CHn{c) of
constant holomorphic sectioned curvature c. It is well-known that there is no
isometrically immersed real hypersurface which is locally symmetric in a nonflat complex space form M„(c) with n > 3. However it admits the foUowing
real hypersurfaces which are typical examples of naturally reductive Riemannian
homogeneous manifolds (for details, see [N]): In CP n (c) we have
(Ai) geodesic spheres of radius r (0 < r < n/y/c),
(A2) tubes around totally geodesic CPfc(c) of radius r (0 < r < ir/y/c), where
1 < A: < n - 2,
and in CP n (c) we have
(AQ) horospheres,
(Ai) geodesic spheres of radius r (r > 0) and tubes euround totedly geodesic
CP n - 1 (c) of radius r (r > 0),
(A2) tubes over totedly geodesic CHk{c) of radius r (r > 0), where 1 S & ^ ri-2.
These real hypersurfeices are cedled hypersurfaces of type A in nonflat complex
space forms. In intrinsic Riemanniem geometry, naturedly reductive homogeneous Riemanniem manifolds are interesting objects. On a naturally reductive
Received by the editors on June 6, 2003.
AMS subject classification: Primary: 53B25; secondary: 53C40.
Keywords: Naturally reductive Riemannian homogeneous manifolds, real hypersurfaces,
nonflat complex space forms, geodesies, hypersurfaces of type A, normal curvature, structure
torsion.
© Royal Society of Canada 2004.
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n

geodesic sphere of radius r in CP (4)
tube of reidius r around totedly
geodesic CPfc in CP n (4)
horosphere in C P n ( - 4 )
n

geodesic sphere of reidius r in CP (—4)
tube of radius r euround totally
geodesic C P " " 1 in CP n (4)
tube of radius r around totedly
geodesic CP fc in CP n (4)

U

V

cotr

—

2cot2r

cotr

-tanr

2cot2r

1
cothr

—

2

—

2coth2r

—

tanhr

2coth2r

cothr

tanhr

2coth2r

m,

Table 1 : Principal curvatures.
homogeneous Riemannian manifold M, every geodesic is a one-parameter subgroup of the isometry group Iso(M) of Af. These hypersurfaces eure also interesting from the viewpoint of extrinsic geometry, that is, submanifold theory (see
Section 2). The purpose of this paper is to give a necessary and sufficient condition on congruence of geodesies on hypersurfaces of type A by using submanifold
theory (Theorem 2). For this purpose we make use of two geometric invariemts
of geodesies. We also characterize hypersurfaces of type A in the class of edl
real hypersurfaces in nonfiat complex space forms in terms of these invariemts
for geodesies.
2. Characterization of hypersurfaces of type A. Let M 2 n - 1 be an
orientable real hypersurfeice in a nonfiat complex space form Mn(c) emd A/M a
unit normal vectorfieldon M in Mn{c). The Riemanniem connections V of M„(c)
and V of M are related by V ^ T = VxY+{AX, Y)MM and VxA/W = -AX for
vector fields X and Y tangent to M, where (_, ) denotes the Riemannian metric
of M induced from the standard metric of Mn{c), and A is the shape operator
of M in M n (c). Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the shape operator A are cedled
principal curvatures and principal curvature vectors, respectively. It is known
that M admits an almost conteict metric structure (^,$,7?, ( , )) induced from
the complex structure of the eimbient space Mn(c), which satisfies 0 2 = -/+J?®Ç,
•qiÇ) = 1 and {(l>X,(f>Y) = {X,Y) - r]{X)ri{Y), where / denotes the identity map
of the tangent bundle TM of M. They satisfy {VxfàY = T]iY)AX - (AX, Y)Ç
and Vx$ = (}>AX. The Codazzi equation for the real hypersurface M in Mn(c)
is expressed as
(VxA)y - (VyA)X = {c/4){r,{X)(f>Y -V{Y)(t>X -2{(f>X,Y)Ç}.
We consider two geometric invariants for a geodesic 7 of unit speed on a
real hypersurface M 2 n _ 1 in Mn(c) with c ^ 0. One is the normal curvature
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«^(s) of 7 which is defined by «;7(s) = (A7(s),7(s)), where j{s) is the tangent
vector along 7 with respect to arclength s. We see by use of the first equedity
in (2.1) that |K 7 | = ||V 7 7|| is the first curvature of 7 in the sense of Prenet
formula by regarding it as a curve in the ambient space Mn(c) if it does not
vanish anywhere. The other is the structure torsion p 7 (s) of 7 which is defined
by py{s) = (7(3),^(a)), where Ç is the characteristic vector field of the reed
hypersurface M (see [AMY]).
We now restrict ourselves to hypersurfeuœs of type A which are the simplest
examples of reed hypersurfeices in a complex space form. They have the principal
curvatures as in Table 1. In the table, TM = 17 ® V ® R^ is the spUtting of the
temgent bundle into principal curvature vector subbundles, and 1 < fc < n — 2.
The dimensions of subbundles U, V axe 2{n - fc — 1) and 2fc, respectively.
It is well-known that these real hypersurfaces are characterized in the foUowing
way in terms of the structure tensor and the shape operator (see for example
[NR]).

Let M bea real hypersurface in Mn{c) with c 5^ 0. The following
conditions are mutually equivalent:

PROPOSITION.

(1) M ts o hypersurface of type A.
(2) The structure tensor (j) and the shape operator A of M in Mn(c) are commutative: (j>A = A(i>.
(3) The covariant derivative of the shape operator A satisfies
(2.1)

(VxA)y = -{c/4){{4>X,Y)Ç + r,{Y)4>X}.

In this section we provide the foUowing characterization of hypersurfeices
of type A in a complex space form in terms of geometric invariants for their
geodesies.
1. Let M be a real hypersurface in Mn(c) tuith c ^ 0. The following
conditions are mutually equivalent:

THEOREM

(1) M is a hypersurface of type A.
(2) Por every geodesic 7 on M the normal curvature «^ is constant along 7.
(3) Por every geodesic f on M the structure torsion p 7 is constant along 7.
PROOF.
(1) «•
V 7 K 7 = V 7 (A7,7) =

(2). If M is a hypersurface of type A, then (2.1) yields
((V 7 A)7,7) = 0 for every geodesic 7 on M, which leads
us to the second condition. Conversely, under the second condition, our real hypersurface M satisfies {{VxA)X, X)) = 0 for every tangent vector X of M. This
is equivalent to the condition {{VxA)Y,Z) + ((VyA)Z,X) + {{VzA)X,Y) = 0
for arbitrary X, Y and Z temgent to M. On the other hand, by virtue of Codazzi
equation, we have
{iVzA)X,Y)-{iVxA)Z,Y)

= |{»,(Z)(^,y)-)?(X)^Z.y)-2,7(F)^Z.X)}.
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Exchanging the roles of X and Y, we get
{{VZA)Y,X)-{{VYA)Z,X)

=

l{ViZ){(f,Y,X)-r,{Y){(l,Z,X)-2f,{X){(l,Z,Y)}.

Summing these three equalities, we obtain
((VzA)X,y) =

~{V{X){(t,Z,Y)+r,{Y){(t,Z,X)}

for every X,Y and Z tangent to M. This is equivalent to the equedity (2.1), so
that M is a hypersurface of type A.
{!) •& (3). By Proposition, in order to see that M is a hypersurface of type
A, it suffices to show that the condition $A = A0 is equivalent to the third
condition. As we find that f/y = V7(7,Ç) = (7,V 7 ^) = ( 7 , ^ 7 ) for every
geodesic 7 on M, we obtain under the third condition that {X, (f>AX) = 0 for
each tangent vector X G TM. In particular, we see (Jf + Y, (i>A{X + y)) = 0
for every tangent vectors X,Y G TM. This guarantees ((^A - AfyX,y) = 0
for arbitrary tangent vectors X,Y G TM, hence we see (j>A = A4>. On the other
hand, if M is a hypersurface of type A, as ^A = A<j>, we find by the equahty
p 7 = (7, ^A-y) that the structure torsion p 7 is constant for every geodesic on M.

m
3. Congruence theorem on geodesies of type A hypersurfaces. In
this section we estabUsh the foUowing congruence theorem for geodesies on hypersurfaces of type A by use of two geometric invariants, normal curvature and
structure torsion. This is an extension of our preceding result in [AMY] of congruence theorem for geodesies on geodesic spheres in a nonfiat complex space
form.
2. Let 71,72 be two geodesies on a hypersurface M of type A in o
nonflat complex space form Mn(c). The following conditions are equivalent:

THEOREM

(1) TVtese geodesies are congruent, that is, there exists an isometry (p of Mn{c)
satisfying that 71 (s) = (^ o 72)(s + so) for every s with some SQ(2) They have the same absolute values of normal curvatures and structure torsions.
By the result of [AMY] we only need to show this theorem when M is a reed
hypersurface of type A2. To do this we need the foUowing lemmas.
1. Let M be a tube around totally geodesic CPk (1 < fc < n — 2) in
CP". Por arbitrary principal vectors u G Ux, v GVX and u' G Uy, v' GVy with
||tt|| = ||t;|| = ||u'|| = Ht/jl = 1 at arbitrary points x, y, there exist isometries (p+,
tp- o/CP n with
LEMMA

(i) ip+{M) = ip~{M) = Af ond <p+{x) = (p~{x) = y,
(ii) dip*{u) = u', épf{v) = v' and dip+{^x) = £„, d<p-{Çx) = -£,,.
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It is enough to study on CP n (4). Let w: 5 2 n + 1 -• C P n denote
the Hopf fibration of a unit sphere 5 2 n + 1 in C n + 1 and Mk a hypersurface given
by
/
/
y^mn+i
|iuoj2 + - - - - l - K | 2 = c o s 2 r , •>
PROOF.

[w = itV0,Wl,...,Wn)eC+

K+1|2 +

... + | u ? n | 2 = s i n 2 r } .

We see that ti7_1(M) is isometric to M*.
For the sedce of simpUcity we only treat the case n = 3,fc= 1 emd M = zo{Mi).
At a point w = (too, IOI, 11/2,103) €Mi the temgent space of Mi is represented as
TwMi = {(to, v) G {w} x C 3 j Re(«;oûo + toivi) = Re(i02t>2 + W3V3) = 0}
= {(to, {V—ïawo — aivi, y/—lawi + ociDo,
V::ïbw2 - I3w3, V^ïbws + I3w2)) | o, 6 G R, a, /3 e C},
where Re(a) denotes the reed part of a complex number a. Let TWS7 = 'HW®VW
denote the horizontal and vertical decomposition of the tangent space of S7 at
to with respect to the Hopf fibration. They eure represented aa7iw = {{w,v) j
tooûo + wivi + W2V2 + W3V3 = 0} and Vu, = {{w, V^loto) | o €C}. We denote
by {TwMi)x the orthogonal complement of Î^Mi in Tu,57. We find that the
horizontal lift Âfw G (TtuMi)-1- n Tiw of the unit normed A/A/ at w{w) is of the
form Âfw = {w, {-tanrwo, -tanrwi,cotrw2,cotrw3)).
We set £„, = -JÂfw
and denote by {Çw) the real linear subspace spanned by iw. Here we denote
the complex structure of C 4 also by J. The horizontal part (Iu,)-1- ("I Hu, of the
orthogoned complement subspace (Iu,)-1 in T^Mi is represented as (£1,)-LnWu, =
{(u;,(-aiôi,QîZ)o,-^iÔ3,/3tÔ2)) | a,P G C}. If we set Ùw = d w - 1 ^ ^ ) ) n H w
and Vw = dxv-^Vn^nHv,,
we see TwMnnw = {iw)®Ûw®Vw, and Ûw and Vw
are complex linear subspaces spanned by Tfo, = (tu, (-secrtôi,secrtôo,0,0)) €
Uw and Cw = (n/, (0,0, - cscriôa, cscni^)) e Vw, respectively.
Consider a point z = (cosr,0,smr 1 0)(e Mi). For arbitrary a,P G C with
|a| = |^| = 1, the uniteiry matrix
/secnoo
secrtoi
0
^ 0

—asecrtôi
0
^
\
aseertôo
0
0
I
0
cscno2 -/îCSCIôS I
0

cscrtos

0cscw2 J

induces an isometry <£+ ^ of S7 such that

(0 êtA*) = ^ and ^ ( M ) = M,
(") idêtpU-iïz) = fiw and ( d ^ ) ^ ^ ) ^ n Hz) = {^ n Hw,
(iii) iàêXfÙ'i-nz) = ar,w and (d^^)2(G) = /?<»•
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This guarantees the existence of an isometry ip+ of CP" with desirable conditions. We can simUarly construct an isometry <p~ and get the conclusion.
•
For a tube M around totedly geodesic CHk (1 < fc < n - 2) in C P n , we
consider the HopffibrationCT:Pi 2 n + 1 -+ CHn of an anti-de Sitter space H%n+1 =
{w = {wo,wi,...,wn) e C n + 1 f - K | 2 - l - | t o i | 2 + ----|-|«; n | 2 = - 1 } i n C n + 1 .
Since the hypersurface ti7-1(M) in P 2 n + 1 is isometric to a hypersurface given
by
iw -<wnw,
w)G C n + 1
\w-{wo,Wi,...,w
n)G<L

|u 012 +
" " ++ ||u;
*12 =
|u,'fe+1|2 +" ...
Wn(2 =

COsh2
T' \
sinh2r)'

by just the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 1, we can obtain the same
result for this tube M.
2. Let M be a tube around totally geodesic CHk (1 < fc < n - 2) in
C P . Por arbitrary principal vectors u G Ux, v G Vx and u' GUy, v' G Vy with
\\u\\ = IMI = ll^'ll = il^'ll = 1 a* arbitrary points x, y, there exist isometries ip+,
tp- ofCHn with
LEMMA
n

(i) (p+{M) = <p-{M) = M and ip+{x) = v - (x) = y,
(U) d<pf{u) = u', difif{v) = v' onddtp+fa) = Çy, dipx{Çx) = -?„.
We here give the relationship between the normal curvature and the structure
torsion of a geodesic on a hypersurface of type A2 and the decomposition of its
tangent vectors into principal curvature vectors.
3. Let M be either a tube of radius r around totally geodesic CPfc
(1 < fc < n — 2) in CP n (4) or a tube of radius r around totally geodesic CHk
(1 < fc < n — 2) in C P n ( - 4 ) . Por 0 geodesic 7 on M, we denote by 7(3) =
u(s) + v{s) + p7£7(s) G {77(s) © Vy^) © R£y(a) the decomposition of the tangential
vector into principal vectors. We then find the norms ||n(s)|| ond ||u(s)|| ore
constant along 7, ond these only depend on normal curvature, structure torsion
of a geodesic and the radius of tube.
LEMMA

PROOF.

For a geodesic 7 on a tube of radius r around CP*, as we have

/c7 = (A7(s),7(s)) = p 7 (cotr - tanr) + cotr||u(s)|| 2 - tanr||v(s)|| 2
and 1 = |J7(s)||2 = p 2 + ||n(s)||2 + ||t;(s)||2, we find ||u(s)||2 = sin2 r - p 7 cos2 r +
K 7 sin r cos r and ||u(s)||2 = cos2 r - p 7 sin2 r - K 7 sinr cos r.
Similarly, for a geodesic 7 on a tube of radius r around CHk, we have
||it(s)||2 = —sinh2r — p 7 cosh 2 r -I- «^sinhrcoshr and ||u(s)||2 = cosh 2 r +
Py sinh2 r — Ky sinh r cosh r. Hence we obtedn the assertion.
•
2. Since M is an orbit of some subgroup of Iso(M(c)),
for every (p G Iso(M) there is an isometry ip of M(c) with (P\M = <P- Therefore
PROOF OF THEOREM
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it is trivied that the first condition impUes the second. We hence show the
converse. If a hypersurface M is of type Ao or Ai, it was alreeidy shown in
[AMY] that geodesies are congruent if and only if they have the same absolute
values of structure torsion. If M is of type A2, we see by Lemma 3 that the
decompositions 7i(s) = ni(s) + Vi{s) + p7Ç7j(s) into principal vectors satisfy
\\ui\\ = \\u2\\, \\vi\\ = \\v2\\. Hence, by Lemmas 1 and 2, there is an isometry tp
of M with 7i(0) = ^(72(0)), which guarantees that 71 = ^ 0 72•
REMARK. We say that two geodesies 71, 72 pareimeterized by their eurc-length s
are congruent in the strong sense if there exists an isometry tp of Mn(c) satisfying
7i (s) = (vo72)(5) for all s. For geodesies on a hypersurface of type A in a nonflat
complex speice form, congruency in the strong sense is equivedent to congruency.
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ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF TAI ALGEBRAS
ZHUANG NIU
Presented by George A. Elliot, FRSC
ABSTRACT. It is shown that unital simple separable nuclear TAI algebras which satisfy UCT (the Universal Coefficient Theorem) can be classified by their ordered K-group and space of tracial states.
RéSUMé.
Nous classifions la classe des algèbres nuclaires sparables
simples unital de TAI qui satisfont UCT (le théorème universel de coefficient) par leur K-groupe de order et espace des états tracial.

1. Introduction TAI algebras were first introduced by Huaxin Lin [Lin2].
Roughly speeddng, this is the class of C*-algebras which can be approximated
by interved algebras in trace (or in "measure"). This class has been shown to
contain many examples, for instance, the unital simple AH algebras with very
slow dimension growth, and the united simple AH algebras with slow dimension
growth and with reed rank zero (these are in fact TAF algebras).
Recall that a united simple separable C*-algebra A is a TAI algebra if for any
finite subset ? c A, any e > 0, and any o 6 A + \ {0}, there exist a nonzero
projection pG A and a sub-C*-edgebra B = 0 * = 1 Mnj(G([0,1])), with p = 1B,
such that
1. ||xp — px|| < £,
XGT,
2. dist(pa:p, P) < e, xG!F, and
3. 1 — p is equivalent to a projection in (oAo) - .
In [Lin3], Lin showed that if a united simple separable C*-edgebra satisfies the
properties (1) and (2) above, then it has property (SP), which states that every
nonzero hereditary sub-C*-aIgebra contains a nonzero projection.
Concerning the classification of this class of C*-algebras, much work has been
done by Huaxin Lin in [Lin2]. Lin introduced the concept of KK-attainability
for TAI algebras: Denote by P(A) the set of projections in
© M00(A®Cfc)©
fc=i fc=i

© M00(A'®SCfc)

where Gfc is a fixed commutative C*-edgebra with Ko(Gjk) = Z/fcZ and Ki(Gfe) =
0. A C*-edgebra A is sedd to be KK-attainable (for simple TAI algebras) if for
any unital separable simple TAI edgebra P, any a G HomA(K(A),K(P))+ and
any finite subset V c P(A) with [lyi] G V, there exists a sequence of completely
Received by the editors on April 21, 2003.
AMS subject classification: 46L35, 46L80.
© Royal Society of Canada 2004.
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positive linear contreictions Ln: A—> B®fC such that
\\Ln{a)Ln{b)-Ln{ab)\\^0
for all a,b G A as n —* oo, and
[Ln]\p = a\v
for all sufficiently large n. Lin also gave many interesting examples of C*-edgebras
which are KK-attednable; for instance, every separable locally continuous trace
C*-edgebra, and hence every AH-algebra, is KK-attednable. For this class of
C*-algebras, Lin showed in [Lin2] that:
THEOREM 1.1. Let A and B be two KK-attainable unital simple separable
nuclear TAI algebras which satisfy UCT. Suppose that there is an isomorphism
iKo{A),K+{A),[lA],Ki{A),T{A))
Then

*

iKo{B),K+{B),[lB],Ki{B),T{B)).

A^B.

Therefore, an interesting task left for the classification of the genered TAI
algebra is to see which ones eu-e KK-attainable. This is the main purpose of
this paper. We wiU show that every unital simple separable nuclear TAI edgebra which satisfies UCT is KK-attednable, emd thus, edl such algebras can be
classified by their inveuriant. The basic idea is similar to that of Huaxin Lin's
work for TAF algebras [Linl]. In that paper, he showed that every simple separable nuclear TAF algebra which satisfies UCT is KK-attednable (for simple
TAF algebras), by constructing a suitable completely positive linear contraction
from a given such TAF algebra to the united simple AH edgebra of reed rank
zero with slow dimension growth which has the same K-group. In this paper we
shedl show that we can also construct such a map from a unital simple separable nuclear TAI edgebra to the corresponding AH algebra of real rank zero with
slow dimension growth which has the same K-group. Since by [EGL] or [Lin2],
such em AH edgebra is KK-attednable (for simple TAI algebras), we can see that
KK-attednabiUty wUl also hold for this class of TAI algebras. To be precise, we
have:
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be a unital separable simple nuclear TAI algebra which
satisfies UCT, and suppose that B is a unital simple AH algebra of real rank zero
with slow dimension growth such that
{Ko{A),K+{A),[lA],Ki{A))

S

iKo{B),K+{B),[lB],Ki{B)).

Choose a G HomfL{K{A),K{B))+ giving rise to this isomorphism (see [DL]).
Then, for any finite subset V C P(A), there is a sequence of completely positive
linear contractions Ln: A—* B such that
1. \\Ln{a)Ln{b) - Ln(a6)|| -» 0 for all a,b G A as n -* oo,
2. [X-TJIP = oi\-p for all sufficiently large n.
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2. The proof of the medn result First we give a lemma which has a
conclusion similar to the conclusion of Lemma 2.2 of [Linl] but appUes to more
genered C*-algebras.

LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a separable unital C*-algebra that has property (SP),
and let A' be a sub-C*-algebra which contains the unit of A. Suppose that there
is a surjective homomorphism h! from A' to some finite dimensional C*-algebra
F. Then for any finite subset T C A', ond any e > 0, there is a monomorphism
h: F -* A with e = ft(lir) such that for all XGT,

1. Hex — xejj < e, ond
2. ||/i o h!{x) - exe\ < e.
Write P = 0fc = i Mnjb(C) and set / = kerh'. Choose an approximate unit {En} of /. Let {/^ ^} be a system of matrix units of P, choose u^ in
the preimage of fly for each j andfc,and set xff = ( « « ^ ' u ^ . For any x G J7,
we can write x = J2i,j,k ^ijix)xij +0x for some A^-(x) G C and ox G I. Fix these
coefficients, and choose En leurge enough that (1 - En)ox and (1 — Pn)«n^ 0 i
are sufficiently small, and for each fc, (1 - En)xii is sufficiently close to every
(1 - Erjuffivff)*,
(1 - Pn)t4*pi|tfc) is sufficiently close to (1 - En)t$,
and
(1 - Pn)«ii («y )* are sufficiently small if i ^ j or i ^ fc. What is more, we may
assume that En is quasi-central (page 83, [Fed]), so that u ^ ( l - En)u$ and
( ^ ^ ^ ( l - P„)uy are almost zero for each i, j , and I ^ fc. (We stipulate edl the
errors to be within e/64(X)nt)2-)
Take a = (1 - P n )xf 1 ) (l - Pn) in A', and b = /(a) where / is a positive
continuous function which is 1 at 1 emd 0 outside the smedl interval [1 — e, 1 + e].
Since the image of o is a nonzero projection, the spectrum of o must contain 1;
hence 6 ^ 0 . Since the algebra A has the property (SP), we may choose a nonzero
projection p in {bAb)-. We claim that pa is edmost p. Indeed without loss of
generality, we may assume that p = bcb for some c in A. Then p o - o = bc{ba—b),
but (6a - b){ba - b)* = {f{x){l - a;))2(a) < (/(x)e) 2(a) = e2b2. Hence we get
(pa - p)(pa - p)* = bc{ba - b){ba - b)c*b < e2{bcbbc*b) = e2p, and therefore
||pa - pjj < ||ep|| = e. Setting wn = p(l - P n ) " ^ , we see that wi2Wi2 =
p(l - Pn)ui2 («12 )*(! - Pn)p «e pop «e P (where wc means close to within e),
and hence we can find a peirtied isometry «12 which is close to 1012 to within 6e
such that V12V12* = p.
PROOF.

Continuing in this way, setting wu = p(l — En)uu , we get wuWii we p,
and hence we get ni partial isometries {uiJfii such that p = «^(vij)* emd
IKi - wiill < 6e for each i. Write p^ = («iJ't;^ for i > 2 and set p ^ = p. If
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i ^ j and neither i or j is 1, then

Mi

= iv'urv'iMjrv'u
«Wc ( n ^ ) * ( 1 - Pn)(p(l - Pn)« ( i 1 i ) (u < i ; ) )'(l - P„)P)(1 -

En)u$

«16e 0,

and
PiiPii «« PoPii

« 7£ p(l - Pn)u(1i)((U(1l))'(l - PnKn^r (1 - P„))p(l - EJvft
WgE 0.

In other words, { p « } ^ i eure edmost mutuaUy orthogonal. Therefore we cem find
mutuedly orthogoned projections pu such that p^ is very close to p ^ , and so
there exist peurtial isometries {^IJ j " ^ which eure close to {vii}"ii and hence
to {wii}"li such that (viJ )*UiJ = pu and « ! < ( % ) * = p for each i. We cem
also see that the error can be made smaller them emy given positive number by
choosing e suitably.
We can carry out the same argument for the edl components of P , to find
partied isometries {^li }i,jc such that the projections p ^ = (v^ J * ^ are mutuedly orthogonal emd v^' is close to Pii (1 - En)uu . Without loss of generality,
we may assume that the distemee between them is less than £/4(Xà«i)- Set
e

ij

=

ivii)*vij

t0T eac^ *» J> k

t en

^

^etf = ivWrvVivMyvV = (ttf « M Î 0
= ivWrvVivMyvV = ivVyvV
What is more, if j ^ m or fc 5^ i, we have
JVM)

e

ij

e

=

(JVyyWfJ1)
v

mn — \ \i

v

J lj

v

\ lm)

yJ')
v

- (vW)*vWJk)T>W
v

ln — \ li

v

(vw VvW - 0

I lj Pjj PmmKVlm) vln — u -

Thus, we get a system of matrix units e^ ' in A of the same type as P , emd the
map h : / y •-» Cy will give a monomorphism from P to A.
In what follows, we shedl show that h satisfies the requirements of the lemma.
Set e = hilp).
Notice that by our choice of P n and e^ , Oxe and eox are
arbitrarily smedl, and so we only need to verify the inequalities for each xj* . We
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have

-<? = (E A)-? = (E(^)^iW?
«e/4 (E( u( lm) , ( 1 - ^ " ^ ( l " ^)t4^)(«î«))*«i?
« e /64 ( « ^ ^ ( l " •Sn)p(iî)(l -

P n ^ W N ?

«£/64 («i-VCl " Pn)p^ ) (l "

En)u^{u{ifyu^

«e/64 ( « ^ ^ ( l - P„)P(1^)(1 " Enfr™.
The same argument shows that x^-e « e /2 (uii ) )*(l _ Pn)Pn ) (l-Pn)tty ) . Hence
the first inequality holds.
To see the second inequality, note that h o h'{x\^) = e^ and that
exge « e / 1 6 («W)*(l - ^ ) p W ( l - P„)ttg ) (uiJ ) )-(l - P n ) p « ( l - P n )t4y
« e / 4 (tt^)-(l - P B ) p ( i M ) ( l - En)u[f
~E/2

l^li ^ Vlj — tij -

This completes the proof of the lemma.

•

Let us return to the proof of Theorem 1.2. By [LinS], every separable simple
TAI algebra A can be embedded into the asymptotic sequence algebra

UM^cy®M^c)
i

i

for some sequence of natured numbers {rij}. Hence by [BEI, BE2], as A is
nuclear, it is strong NF. In other words, A is the closure of \J An where An is
an increasing sequence of residuedly finite dimensional (RFD) sub-C*-edgebras of
A. For any given finite subset V of P(A), we may assume that Ai is sufficiently
large that P is in P(Ai). Choose a finite subset .P c Ai and ô > 0 such
that for any completely positive linear contraction L from Ai to P which is
.P-5-multipUcative, [L]\-p is well defined. By Theorem 4.1 of [Linl], there exist
two completely positive linear contreictions $, $(0) : A —> P ® /C such that * is
.F-i-multipUcative, the image of $(0) is contedned in a finite dimensioned subC*-edgebra, <&(0)Ui is a homomorphism, emd

mv=c(\v+[&o%.
Using Lemma 2.1, we get a homomorphism h from the image of $(0) to A.
Denote the composed map feo$(0) : Ai -» A by P . H will play a role similar to
that played by map H of the §2 and §4 of [Linl].
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By a construction similar to that of 2.4 of [Linl], we may choose em increasing
sequence of finite subsets J^i C T2 C--- C !FnC --- (with T C Ti) in the unit
ball of A with union dense in this unit ball, a decreasing sequence of positive
numbers {5n} (with Sn < ôn-i/A and Si < 5/2), a sequence of projections {gn}
in A, a sequence of sub-C*-algebras Pn of A with lFn = <7n where P n is an
interved C*-algebra, and a sequence of homomorphisms hn+i : Fn —» P n +i such
that
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

\\qn% — a;9n|| < <W4 for each x G Tn,
dist(gnxgn, P n ) < 6n/16 for each x G Tn,
T(1 - qn) < l / 2 n + 1 for every tracial state r on A,
.Pn+i D Sn, where 5 n is a set of stemdard generators of P n , and
||L n + i(a)-/i n + i(a)|| < <Ji/16n for all a 6 {L„(^n)}U{5n}, where L n : A -* P n
is a completely positive linear contreiction such that Ln\Fn =idFn-

With the same argument and the same notation as in the §2 of [Linl], we
have for any p GV,
5(fc)

T ( b ] ) = f c U m E a f ) t r ( l ^ K b ] ) ) uniformly on T(A),
where tr is the standard normalized trace on projections in interval algebras.
What is more, we have a^ > 0 emd oj- —• a^ > 0 uniformly on T(A) ( as
fc —> 00), in other words, o^ ' converges to a positive element Oj in Aff(T(A)).
Since A is nucleeir, every state on Ko(A) comes from a trace on A, emd therefore
we can look at both a^- and aj as positive elements in Aff(S(i|(Ko(A))), such
that a^fc> -• aj > 0 in Aff(S[i)(Ko(A))).
The image of p: Ko —» Aff(S(i](Ko)) by evaluation is dense [Bla], so Lemma
3.4 of [Linl] still applies, as by the same argument as the proof of Theorem 4.3
of [Linl] with T(A) replaced by S(i](Ko(A)), we can eliminate $(0) and fix $
to get a completely positive linear contreiction from A to P g» /C which is TJ-multiplicative and acts in the same way as a on P at the level of K-theory.
Since P is KK-attainable ([Linl], [Lin2]) and a is invertible, it is easy to see
that A is also KK-attainable (for simple TAI edgebras) by the definition. Hence
by Theorem 1.1, the united simple nuclear separable TAI algebras which satisfy
UCT cem be classified by their K-group together with their simplex of traded
states.
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UNIFORM BANACH GROUPS AND STRUCTURES
EFSTRATIOS PRASSIDIS A N D ANTHONY W E S T O N
Presented by George A. Elliot, FRSC
ABSTRACT. If a Banach space is uniformly homeomorphic to a locally
bounded linear space, then the uniform homeomorphism induces a group
structure on the Banach space. Such group structures provide examples of
uniform Banach groups and were first studied by Per Enfio.
This paper focuses on uniform Bemach groups induced by uniform homeomorphisms with two questions in mind. Are the resulting group structures uniformly dissipative with respect to the norm on the Banach space?
Can a Banach space be uniformly homeomorphic to a non-normable locally
bounded linear space? Our main result answers these questions Yes and
No (respectively) if it is assumed that the Banach space has non-trivial
(metric) type. The second answer generalizes a theorem of Enfio.
RÉSUMÉ. Si un espace de Banach est uniformément homéomorphe
à un espace linéaire localement borné, alors l'homéomorphisme uniforme
induit une structure de groupe sur l'espace de Banach. De telles structures
de groupe fournissent des examples de groupes de Banach uniformes ont
été étudiées pour la première fois par Per Enfio.
Dans cet article nous étudions deux problèmes concernant les groupes de
Banach uniformes induit par des homéomorphismes uniformes. Les structures de groupe induites de telle fac(cedilla) on sont-elles uniformément
résultantes dissipatives par rapport à la norm sur l'espace de Banach? Un
espace de Banach peut-il être uniformément homéomorphe à un espace
linéaire localement borné qui n'est pas normable? Oui et notre résultat
principal répond à ces questions Oui et Non (respectivement) si on suppose
que l'espace de Banach soit de type (métrique) non trivial. La deuxième
response généralise un theorem d'Enflo.

1. Introduction The topology of a Unear topologiced space is locedly
bounded if and only if it is induced by a quasi-norm. A prominent open problem in the uniform theory of metric Unear spaces asks whether a non-normable
quasi-Baneieh space cem be uniformly homeomorphic to a Bemach space. Exeimples of quasi-Banach spaces include the Lp(/i)-speices, 0 < p < 1, endowed
with the usual quasi-norm. Enfio [E3] showed that Lp[0,1] is not uniformly
homeomorphic to Lg[0,1] if 0 < p < 1 < g < oo. Enfio obtedned this result
by introducing an invariant he cedled "roundness" and by showing that a nonnormable quasi-normed space cannot be uniformly homeomorphic to a Banach
space with roundness greater them one.
This paper obtedns new results in the spirit of Enfio [E3] by treating roundness as a prototype of the Banach space notion of type Ana the intermediary of
Received by the editors on May 16, 2003.
This paper was supported in part by research grants from Canisius College
AMS subject classification: Primary: 46B20; Secondary: 46B04.
© Royal Society of Canada 2004.
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metric type, and by executing a detailed analysis of the structure of uniform
Bemach groups that are induced by a uniform homeomorphism. The advemtage
of (metric) type is that it has been studied very extensively over the past thirty
yeeurs and is a considerably more genered notion than that of roundness. Our
medn result shows that if a Banach space X with (metric) type greater them one
is uniformly homeomorphic to a locaUy bounded linear space Y, then the uniform Bemach group structure induced on X by the uniform homeomorphism is
uniformly dissipative and Y is normable. Consequently, a non-normable quasinormed space cannot be uniformly homeomorphic to a Banach space with type
greater than one. Since many Unear spaces are known to be non-normable or
to have type greater than one, our result impUes new theorems on uniform nonequivalence. The semined reference on the non-Unear classification of Banach
spaces is Benyamini and Lindenstrauss [BL].
2. Roundness and (Metric) Type The notion of roundness was introduced in Enfio [El] where it is appUed to prove that an infinite-dimensioned
Lp(/t)-space is not uniformly homeomorphic to Lq{r)) if 1 < p, g < 2 and p ^ g.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let p G [0,oo]. A metric space (.X^d) has roundness p if
p is the supremum of the set of edl çs with the following property: for any four
points a;oo,a;oi,a;ii)^io € -^ we have

d{xoQ)xii)q + d{xoi,xio)q < d{xoo,xoi)g + d{xoi,xii)9
+ d(xi1, xio)' + d(a;io, xoo)qDefinition 2.1 can easily be rephrased in terms of 2-eubes. Recall that the unit
cube in R n (n G N) is the set of n-vectors {0,1}". An n-cti6e AT in an arbitrary
metric space {X, d) is a coUection of 2 n (not necessarily distinct) points in X
where each point in the coUection is indexed by a distinct n-vector e € {0, l } n
from the unit cube. A diagonal in iV is a pair of vertices {x£,xs) such that e and
ô differ in edl coordinates. An edge in JV is a pair of vertices {x£,xs) such that
e and ô differ in precisely one coordinate. An n-cube N has 2 n - 1 diagonals and
n2 n _ 1 edges. If / = {x, y) is an edge or diagoned in N, we wiU let l{f) denote
the d-length of / in X. In other words, l{f) = d{x,y).
Enfio [El] showed that for any n-cube iV in a metric space {X, d) with roundness p we have /(dmin) < n1/p-/(emax)) where dmin denotes a diagoned of minimal
d-length in N and e max denotes em edge of maximal d-length in N.
Enfio [El] computed directly the roundness of Lp-spaces as being p whenever
1 < P < 2. Lennard, Tonge, emd Weston [LTW1] used inequaUties of Clarkson to
show that Lp-spaces have roundness p' (the conjugate exponent of p) whenever
p > 2. The roundness of many other classical Bemach speices has not been
computed and it does not present itself as an easy problem to do so. A theme
of this paper is that there are situations wherein roundness can be supplanted
with the exceptionally well understood Banach space notion of type via the
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intermediary of metric type. Metric type was introduced by Bourgedn, Milman,
and Wolfson [BMW] as the correct metric space analogue of type and is defined
as follows.
DEFINITION 2.2. A metric space {X,d) has metric type p if there is a constant B > 0 such that for edl n e N and all n-cubes N in X we have ( £ i(d) 2 ) 1 / 2 <
B - n p - ï • C C 6 ) 2 ) 1 ^ 2 » t ^ e s u m s being taken over all diagonals and edges in iV
(respectively).
REMARK 2.3.
For an n-cube AT in a metric space {X, d) that has metric
type p (with constant B) it follows that ^(dmin) < B • n 1 / p • l{emax) where (as
before) d m i n is a diagoned of minimed d-length in N and emax is an edge of
maximed d-length in N. It is this similarity to roundness (modulo the constant
B) that suggests the possibility of supplanting roundness with metric type in
some non-isometric settings.

Obviously any Banew:h space that has roundness p will have metric type p
with constemt B = 1. It is basic that a Banach space which has metric type
p G [1,2] necessarily has type p. A theorem due to Bourgain, Milman, and
Wolfson [BMW] shows that the supremum of types of a Banach space cannot
exceed the supremum of its metric types. Consequently, a Banach space has
type > 1 if and only if it has metric type > 1. A theorem of Maurey emd Pisier
[MP] shows that a Banach space X is of type p for some p > 1 if and only if
it does not contain i^ s uniformly. For a Bemeich space X the type supremum
px can exceed the roundness of X. For example, if p > 2, Lp[0,1] has type 2
with roundness p ' < 2. In particular, spaces such as 4 ®oo ^2 are seen to have
roundness one and type greater than one.
3. Uniform Banach Groups and Intrinsic Metrics The notion of a
uniform Bemach group was introduced and studied in Enfio [E2-3].
DEFINITION 3.1. A uniform Banach group G is a Bemach speice {X, \\ - \\)
equipped with a group operation X x X —> X: {x,y) *-* x.y which is uniformly
continuous (as a function of two variables) and such that the zero element of the
Banach space is the identity element of the group. We say that the group G is
modelled on the Banach space {X, || • ||).
E X A M P L E 3.2.
If X is a Banach space, F is a locally bounded Unear space,
and 0 : X —» F is a uniform homeomorphism such that 4>{0) = 0, then the
operation x.y = 0 - 1 ( 0 ( x ) + </>(j/)) {x,y G X), introduces an abeliem uniform
Banach group structure G that is modelled on X. We say that G is the "uniform
Banach group induced by 0".
DEFINITION 3.3. A uniform Banach group G modelled on a Bemeich space
{X, || • ||) is sedd to be dissipative if ||x"|| -^» oo for edl x ^ 0, emd G is sedd to
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be uniformly dissipative if for every e > 0 and every iif > 0, there is a constant
N = Nie, K) such that ||x n || > K whenever jlxjl
>£andn>N.
We show in Theorem 4.2 (vii) that if {X, || • ||) is a Banach space with (metric)
type p > 1 and if (f>: X -> F is a uniform homeomorphism as in Exeunple 3.2,
then the uniform Beinach group G induced by (^ is uniformly dissipative. This
surprising new result indicates that such uniform homeomorphisms $ exhibit
similar radial behaviour to lineeur isomorphisms. (Note, in this context, that
xn = (f>-\n(f>{x)).)
An important property of uniform Bemach groups is that they admit Ginvariant metrics which eure uniformly equivalent to the norm. If G is a uniform
Bemach group modeUed on a Bemach space {X, || • jj), one such metric is given
by d{x,y) = snpWtZçG \\w.x.z - w.y.z\\. This metric d satisfies d{x,y) > \\x - y\\
for aR x,y G X, and it is uniformly equivedent to the norm because multipUcation is assumed uniformly continuous in a uniform Banach group. Moreover,
for any G-invariemt metric d, uniformly equivedent to the norm and satisfying
d{x,y) > \\x - y\\ for edl i , y e X, we can introduce an intrinsic (or, cftain)
metric dj as foUows. An ordered sequence {a;t}"_0 of n + 1 points in G is
called a one-chain between given points x and y in G if x = xo,î/ = x n , and
d(xi,x, +1 ) < 1 for all t, 0 < » < n — 1. We then define the intrinsic distance
di{x,y) = inf £)d(xi,Xi + i), where the infimum is taken over edl one-chains { x j
between x and y.
REMARK 3.4. Obviously the intrinsic metric dj is G-inveiriant and uniformly
equivalent to the norm (because d is) and satisfies dI{x,y) > d{x,y) > ||x - y||
for edl x, y € G. Moreover, as noted by Enfio [E3], there are constants Gi and
Ki such that

(1) d/tx, y) < Ci \\x - y|| whenever ||x - y|| > 1, and
(2) d/(x,y) < iiTxHx - y|| whenever d/(x,y) > 1.
4.

Main Results

We begin with a technical result.

4.1. Let G be an abelian uniform Banach group modelled on
a Banach space {X, || • ||) with (metric) type p > 1 ond let dj be a G-invariant
intrinsic metric as in Remark 3.4. Î7»en, there is a constant K>0 such that for
each zGG with di{z, 0) > 1 we can find au = u{z) G G satisfying d/(u2, z) < K
and |2d/(xt,0) - d/(u 2 ,0)| < K - d) /p (z,0).
// every element of G has a unique square root and if the square root map
is uniformly continuous, then there is a constant C so that every v G G with
di{v,$) > 1 satisfies
THEOREM

|2d/(«, 0) - djiv2,0)| < C • dyp{v, 0).
Theorem 4.1 is due to Enfio [E3, Theorem 5.2.1] in the case that the Banach
space X has roundness p > 1. Enfio's arguments, in Ught of Remark 2.3, carry
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over to the more general setting of (metric) type without significant difficulties.
No proof of Theorem 4.1 is therefore given.
THEOREM 4.2.
Let (fr: X —* F be a uniform homeomorphism such that
0(0) = 0 where X is a Banach space with (metric) type p > 1 and F is a quasinormed space. Let G denote the uniform Banach group structure on X induced
by 0. Let d and d/ be the G-invariant metrics introduced prior to Remark 3.4.
ForzGX andtGR define z* = <i>-l{t(j>{z)) and N{z) = l i m s u p ^ ^ { ^ y ^ } .
Define vector space operations on G as follows: Addition is the group operation
(x,y) i-» x.y and multiplication of z by the scalar t is given by z1. Then

(i) (G, ^ ( • )) is a normed space.
(ii) For each zGG we have ^ < N{z) < di{z,0).
{iii) The identity map {X, \\ • \\) ^ {G,N{-)): z >-* z is a uniform homeomorphism.
(iv) TTie normed space (G,N{-)) is linearly isomorphic to the quasi-normed
space F.
(v) The quasi-normed space F is normable. That is to say, there exists a norm
M{ -) onF (uniformly) equivalent to the given quasi-norm \\\ • \\\. The norm
is given by the formula M{y) = N{(f>~l{y)), y G F.
(vi) The uniform Banach group G is uniformly dissipative for large distances,
meaning that for every e > 2 and every K > 0, there is a constant N =
N{e, K) such that ||x n || > K whenever \\x\\ > e and n> N.
(vii) The uniform Banach group G is uniformly dissipative.
A direct calculation shows that (z4)8 = zat for edl z 6 G and
s, t G R. Using this, a routine change of variable eirgument establishes that
N^1) = \t\ - N{z) for edl z e G and t GR. Another simple check shows that
(x.y)' = x'.y4 for all x, y € G and t € R. And hence d/((x.y)t , 0) = d/(x t .y t , 0) <
d/(x t ,0) + d/(y t ,0) (for all x,y € G and t € K) by G-invariance. Thus we have
N{x.y) < N{x) + N{y) for all x, y € G.
The G-umurianee of d/ also impUes that di{zt,0) < tdi{z,0) for edl z G G and
t G N. And, for a fixed z G G, the map K -• (G,d/): t >-* z* = ^{t^z))
is
uniformly continuous. Hence, for each fixed z GG, there is a constant Cz such
that d/(z t , 0) < tdi{z, 0) + Gz for edl t € R. By definition of N{ - ) , this impUes
that N{z) < dI{z,0) for all z € G.
Remembering that X has (metric) type p > 1, we may apply Theorem 4.1 to
infer there is a constant G so that |d/(t;2,0) - 2d/(t;,0)| < G • (1 V d/(u,0)) 1/p
for edl u G G. So, if di{v, 0) > 1, then for every n G N we see that
PROOF.

\dI{v2'',0)-2ndj{v,0)\

n
2i
2i 1
= Yt2 -*{dl{v ,0)-2dI{v - ,0))

J=I

n

<Yt^-i\diiv2\0)-2dI{v2J-1,0)\
j=i
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<^2n-JG{lVd/(t;2i~I,0)) i/p
j=i

n

< 2nG£V'^d/M))17"
i=i
n

<2 ii:d/(v,o) 1/p ,
for some constant K. Since 1 - ^ > 0 it foUows that
Niv) > Umsup2- n d/(v 2 ",0) > d/(u,0) - Kdyp{v,0) >
n—»oo

dl 0

^' \

2

provided d/(t;, 0) is sufficiently large — say; d/(t;, 0) > L. So if ||t;|| = L, whence
di{v, 0) > L, we see that Niv) > &&&• > f = ^ But then d/(u, 0) > Niv) >
^ p for edl u G G because iV( • ) is positive homogeneous. This completes the
proof of peurts (i) — (ui).
The identity map X—>G:zt->zisa uniform homeomorphism by peurt (ui),
and (p: X —> F is a uniform homeomorphism by assumption. Hence the map
0: {G,N{-)) —> F is a uniform homeomorphism that is — moreover — Unear
by definition of the vector space operations on G. In other words, the map
(f>: (G, iV( • )) —> F is a Unear isomorphism. This estabUshes part (iv).
Denote by ||| • ||| the quasi-norm on F and define M( • ) as above. To derive
the triangle inequality for M fix Zi = ^(xi) G F and Z2 = <i>{x2) G F, and note
that
M{zi + z2) = Ntf-Hzi

+ Zi)) = Nir-Hfai)

< N{xi) + Nix2) = Ni^izi))

+ 0(x2))) = N{xi.X2)
+ N{(I>-1{Z2)) = M{zi) + M(z 2 ).

To see that M is positive homogeneous fix z = ^(x) G F and a G R, and note
that
M(az) = Ni^iaz))

= Ntf-^aftx)))

= jaj • Nix) = \a\ - Nif-Hz))

= N{xa)
= l«| • M(z).

Also note that for any y G F we have, by part (iv), the following estimates:
M{y) = N{(t>-1iy))<\\<f>-1\\-M\

and

= MrHyM < M • mr^y)) = uw - M{y).
Hence the norm M(-) is (uniformly) equivedent to the quasi-norm ||| • |||. This
completes the proof of part (v).
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To prove part (vi), let e > 2 and if > 0 be given. Consider an arbitrary x G G
such that ||x|| > e. By Part (ii) of this theorem, we have 1 < J ^ < N{x) <
d/(x, 0). So for emy m G N,
di{xm, 0) > N{xm) = m - N{x) > ^ ^

> m > 1.

We may choose a constant Ki > 1 so that d/(z,ru) < Ki - \\z — w\\ whenever
di{z,w) > 1. (See Remark 3.4.) This gives, in particular, d7(xm,0) < Ki - \\xm\\
for all m G N.
Let N be the smedlest natural number k such that ke > 2KiK, and note that
if n > TV then
Il n,, ^ rf/0cn.O) . Nipn _ n-N{x)

n-llxll

>

r^

To prove (vii), let e > 0 emd .RT > 0 be given. Consider em arbitreury x G G
with llxll > £. By Part (ii) of this theorem. Nix) > ^ > f. Let M be
the smedlest natured number fc such that fc • § > 2Ki where Xi > 1 is as
in Part (vi) of this theorem. Then N{xk) = fc • Nix) > ^ > 2Ki for all
fc > M. In particular, 2Ki < N{xk) < dI{xk,0) < Ki - \\xk\\, and so we
have ||xfc|| > 2 for all fc > M. We now concentrate on M and consider the
constant iV = N{2,2KKi) as given in Peirt (vi) of this theorem. Then we have
||(x M ) n || = ||x M n || > 2KKi whenever n>N. In particular, we see that for any
fc > MAT we have KKi < ^ ^ < N{xMN) < N{xk) < d/(xfc,0) < Ki - \\xk\\;
and so, ||xfc || > K, establishing uniform dissipativity.
•
COROLLARY 4.3.
/ / o locally bounded linear space {F, ||| • |||) is uniformly
homeomorphic to a Banach space {X, \\-\\) with (metric) type p> I, then there
exists a norm on F that is uniformly equivalent to the quasi-norm \\\ -1||. In particular, a non-normable quasi-Banach space cannot be uniformly homeomorphic
to a Banach space with non-trivial type.
PROOF.
This follows from Theorem 4.2 (v) modulo a translation of the
uniform homeomorphism.
•

The (supremal) type of many Banach spaces has been computed. The following families of Banach spaces are edl known to have type greater than one:
commutative Lp(/t)-spaces with p G (l,oo), Schatten-von Neumann classes Gp
and other non-commutative Lp-spaces with p G (l,oo), Lorentz Lp)9-speices if
both p,q G (l,oo), and Orlicz spaces L* with an appropriate condition on the
Orlicz function $ (see Corollary 4.4 below). Examples of non-normable quasinormed spaces include the various Lp{p) and Hp spaces with p G (0,1), and
OrUcz spaces L* with an appropriate condition on the Orlicz function $. Corollary 4.3 in tandem with some of these examples leads to new results such as the
following:
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COROLLARY 4.4. Consider locally bounded Orlicz spaces L* and L* corresponding to (possibly different) non-atomic finite measure spaces. If there is a
constant K and a p > 1 such that
$(As) >K-Xp'- $(s)
for s > 0 whenever A > 1 and if Um inf - p . = o, then L* is not uniformly
t-»00
homeomorphic Ly.
PROOF.
L* has type p by a theorem of Kaminska and Turett [KT]. L*
is non-normable since it has a trivied dual by a theorem of Rolewicz [R]. Hence
these speices are not uniformly homeomorphic by Corollary 4.3.
•
REMARK 4.5. In relation to CoroUeiry 4.4, it should be noted that an OrUcz
space Ly is locedly bounded if and only if UmA-.o Umt oo rTt) = 0* ^ i 8 ^ a
theorem of Rolewicz [R].

It remedns an open problem whether a non-normable quasi-normed space can
be uniformly homeomorphic to a Banach space with type supremum one.
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